
 
 

King of Kings (1961) 
 

Director: Nicholas Ray  
Cast: Jeffrey Hunter (Jesus); Siobhan McKenna (Mary); Robert Ryan (John the Baptist); Ron Randell 
(Lucius); Hurd Hatfield (Pontius Pilate); Rip Torn (Judas Iscariot); Harry Guardino (Barabbas)   
About the film: Nearly three hours in length, Nicholas Ray’s ambitiously complex King of Kings 
stands as one of the most remarkable epic films of its era.  Its production crew included a number of 
truly brilliant cinematic minds.  Ray, whose remarkable sense of scenic composition was likely rooted 
in his architectural study under Frank Lloyd Wright, had directed the acclaimed Rebel Without a Cause 
six years before; producer Samuel Bronston and screenwriter Philip Yordan simultaneously 
collaborated on the magisterial El Cid.  Its talented and diverse cast was headlined by Jeffrey Hunter 
(who later achieved cult status as the star of the original pilot episode of the television series Star 
Trek) and also included Rip Torn (the star of feature films and television series from Dodgeball to The 
Larry Sanders Show); the uncredited narrations were performed by Orson Welles.  While the film’s 
most familiar and most dramatic sequence is its presentation of the Sermon on the Mount—a 
sequence filmed on location in the Spanish wilderness, including more than seven thousand extras—
it is also particularly provocative in its presentation of Judah as a cauldron of political and 
revolutionary fervor.  The life of Barabbas, a character who appears but briefly in the gospel 
narratives (Mark 15:6-14; Matt. 27:15-22; Luke 23:18-23), is here outlined in great detail as a 
counterpoint to that of Jesus.    
 
 
 
 



Some things to think about:  
• The opening scenes of the film depict the Roman forces as brutal, repressive overlords, 

despoilers of the Jerusalem Temple.  The Jewish historian Flavius Josephus, however, 
paints a different picture:  

o “for Pompey went into it, and not a few of those that were with him also, and saw 
all that which it was unlawful for any other men to see, but only for the high 
priests. There were in that temple the golden table, the holy candlestick, and the 
pouring vessels, and a great quantity of spices; and besides these there were among 
the treasures two thousand talents of sacred money; yet did Pompey touch nothing 
of all this,5 on account of his regard to religion; and in this point also he acted in a 
manner that was worthy of his virtue.  The next day he gave order to those that 
had the charge of the temple to cleanse it, and to bring what offerings the law 
required to God; and restored the high priesthood to Hyrcanus… (J. A. 14.72-73) 

• How do the fictional elements (e.g., the development of the character of Barabbas and the 
huge expansion of the insurrection mentioned in a single verse in the gospels) affect the 
nature of the film, and its impact upon the viewer? 

• Like many other cinematic treatments of Jesus, King of Kings includes the poignant story of 
the woman taken in adultery, with its immortal declaration, “Let he who is without sin cast 
the first stone.”  A study of the ancient manuscripts of the New Testament, however, 
reveals that it was almost certainly not a part of the original text of the Gospel of John.  
Most of the earliest and best manuscripts omit it entirely; some others place it within the 
Gospel of Luke.  Does such a story have a place within a “Jesus film”?  Why or why not? 

 
Some important dates in Roman Palestine: 

• 63 BC:  The Roman general Pompey occupies Jerusalem after intervening in a  
  dispute between the Hasmonean leaders Hyrcanus and Aristobolus 

• c. 4 BC: Likely date of Jesus’ birth 
• c. 4-2 BC: At least three individuals claim to be the messiah following the death of  

  Herod the Great 
• c. 6 AD: Judas “the Galilean” leads a popular uprising in response to heavy   

  taxation by the Roman authorities; the uprising is brutally crushed 
• c. 25-30 AD: Likely dates of the ministry of John the Baptist 
• c. 26-36 AD: Prophet known as “The Samaritan” active in Judea 
• c. 30 AD: Crucifixion of Jesus 
• c. 45 AD: Theudas leads a large following into the wilderness, possibly to reenact the  

  ancient Israelites’ entry into Canaan; the movement is destroyed by the  
  Romans and Theudas is beheaded  

• c. 56 AD: Prophet known as “The Egyptian” gathers a following and proclaims the  
  divine destruction of the walls of Jerusalem; the movement is destroyed by  
  the Romans and the Egyptian disappears  

• c. 66-70 AD: First Jewish War; destruction of the Herodian) Jerusalem Temple 
• 132-135 AD: Final revolt against Rome led by Simon bar Kochba; Jerusalem devastated  

  and renamed Aelia Capitolina  
 

 


